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Introduction

•Past studies have: 

• Investigated linkages between socioeconomic 
characteristics with fire risk and specific types of  
incidents 

• Assessed fire station location and  response

• Combined with spatial statistics as analytic tools to 
investigate fire incidence



Introduction

•Current research need:
• Lack of  studies 

• Thus, an a priori risk assessment can be made by fire 
departments to identify locations within their coverage 
area that may lack adequate fire flow. 

• This research is designed to provide fire personnel the 
ability to make a risk assessment about fire flow 
capacity at specific locations.



Research Design

•Hypothesis:
• Fire-fighting capacity is not sufficient in all cases.

•Experimental Groups:
• Two communities with different characteristics

•Data Collection:
• Fire hydrant locations and flow rates

• 3-year fire history

• Parcels



Study Area



Methods

• Geocode locations of  all fire hydrants with flow data, 3-
year fire history with International Fire Codes and overlay 
with parcel data

• Develop GIS model to compute fire flow capacity within 
specified radii

• Compare the existing fire-flow capacities to the required 
standards by International Fire Code (1,500 gal/min)
• Using fire history and parcels
• Examined potential areas with excessive fire-flow by doubling the 

minimum as an arbitrary baseline.

• Field verification
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ModelBuilder Flow Chart



Results

•Ran the created model in Grand Blanc and Flint 
Township using fire history and parcels

•Highlighted areas for future investigation

•Grand Blanc had no potentially deficient areas
• Though, there were areas that showed potentially excessive 

fire-flow capability

•Flint Township had areas with potentially deficient 
fire-flow
• Also, had areas of  potentially excessive areas



















Discussion

•Differences between the two developments can be 
seen
• Grand Blanc:  smaller, mix of  old residential zones and new 

subdivision development types

• Flint Township:  industrial/commercial, larger, more sparse 
residential zones

•From the basis of  the given GIS model application, 
additional GIS analyses can be performed
• Future hydrant locations

• Temporal fire-flow availability analysis

• In conjunction with SCADA systems

• Hazardous materials



Conclusions

•Our hypothesis was confirmed by the model
• Fire-flow not sufficient in all cases

• Converse is also true:  Fire-flow may be excessive in 
some cases

•Efficacy of  the model increases using land 
parcels, especially when vacant land is prevalent

• If  fire incidences had building type included in 
reports, model has added value

•Provides added value to fire departments and 
emergency management
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